Abstract: This paper concerns the problem of large-scale source localization arising when many potential sources must be classified as either active or inactive such that the probability of missing an active source is bounded. A new iterative heuristic called the Iterative Source Localization Procedure (ISLoP) is introduced that reduces the complexity of a source localization problem with J potential sources from 2 J to J per iteration, while also providing a local bounds on the maximum probability of a missed source. The ISLoP separates the source localization problem into a likelihood maximization problem followed by an active source localization problem. A diffusion example is used to demonstrate the performance of the ISLoP when compared to an estimation-based approach, where the heuristic is shown to have increasingly better performance as the bound on the maximum probability of a missed source is decreased. An experimental evaluation of the heuristic with respect to common wireless sensor networking errors is provided using a test bed implementation for a CO 2 sequestration site monitoring problem.
INTRODUCTION
In large-scale applications containing many spatially distributed sources, it is common to first detect whether any source exists before identifying the locations of the sources. The process of identifying the source locations is referred to as source localization and results in a multiple hypothesis testing problem consisting of only simple (noncomposite) hypotheses. The problem of source localization has been addressed, in some form, in a variety of fields by many researchers, including in environmental monitoring by Bell (1962) ; Rossi et al. (2004) ; Saripalli et al. (2006) , in communications by Ziskind and Wax (1988) , in acoustic source localization by Sheng and Hu (2005) ; Zhang (2007) , in fault detection by Lai (2000) ; Brumback and Srinath (1987) , and in object tracking by Demetriou (2007) ; Liu et al. (2003) .
With the recent advances in integrated circuit technology, miniaturized sensors with onboard wireless communication capabilities now exist, providing the means to perform monitoring in many situation for which monitoring was previously impractical due to hardware costs. Organized in networks, these wireless sensor-actuator devices provide unprecedented temporal and spatial sensing capabilities, which has allowed large-scale monitoring applications to flourish. When these monitoring applications concern the localization of many noisy sources, a large-scale source localization problem results.
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The large-scale source localization problem is closely tied to the classical problem of signal detection, which is well studied and stems from the classical work of Neyman and Pearson (1933) , Wald (1947) , Cox and Anscombe (1952) , and Armitage (1950) . These seminal contributions have paved the way for many different approaches to source localization (e.g. see Willsky (1976) and Kailath et al. (1998) ). The fundamental shortcoming of these approaches is that they are computationally infeasible when the number of sources is large (more than about 50 sources). In this paper, a new iterative heuristic is introduced that reduces the complexity of a source localization problem with J potential sources from 2 J to J per iteration, while providing a guaranteed bounds on the maximum probability of a missed source.
The following section introduces notation and formulates the source localization problem considered in this paper. Section 3 introduces the Iterative Source Localization Test (ISLoT) for large-scale source localization. Simulation results for large-scale source localization are provided in Section 4 for a diffusion example with a comparison to a feasible estimation-based test motivated by the work of Willsky and Jones (1974) . Section 5 provides a robustness analysis of ISLoT with respect to common wireless sensor networking errors using a CO 2 sequestration site monitoring test bed. The concluding section summarizes the contributions of this paper and discusses directions for future work.
PROBLEM FORMULATION

Preliminaries
In the following we assume that there are J potentially active sources and N observations, z ∈ R N . The active sources are indicated by the values of a binary vector b ∈ {0, 1} J , where a unit entry in the j th component of b (i.e. b j = 1) indicates that source j is active. We write 1 and 0 to denote the binary vectors of all ones and all zeros, respectively, and e j to denote the elementary binary vector with only a single unit entry in the j th component. The set of all possible source vectors is B = {0, 1} J , and for two source vectors, b, b ∈ B, we write b ≤ b to denote that the unit entries of b are a subset of the unit entries of
Using the above notation we define the sets for
to describe different subsets source vectors.
Binary Hypothesis Testing
This subsection provides a brief summary of the classical test for accepting the null hypothesis in a binary hypothesis testing problem developed by Wald (1947) . A binary hypothesis testing problem between a null hypothesis, H 0 , and an event hypothesis, H 1 , is written as
where f 0 (z) and f 1 (z) are the distributions of the observation random variables,z, under the null and event hypotheses, respectively. Given an observation, z, a test, φ(z) ∈ {H 0 , H 1 }, for deciding between the null and event hypotheses is required to satisfy the constraint
A test for accepting the null hypothesis, such that the constraint is satisfied, results from a worst case analysis of Wald's approximation (as discussed in Wald (1947) ) where
The above test for accepting H 0 will be used later in this section to satisfy the source localization performance criteria defined later in this section.
M-ary Hypothesis Testing for Source Localization
This subsection reviews M-ary hypothesis testing (see e.g. Poor (1994) ; Trees (1968); Scharf (1991) ) and defines useful terminology for discussing source localization problems. An M-ary hypothesis testing problem for source localization is formulated as H 0 : b = 0 . . .
where each hypothesis assumes a unique combination of active and inactive sources. The distribution of the observations under hypothesis H b is denoted as f b (z), and is gaussian such that
where, following the standard assumption that sources are additive,
The mean and covariance of the observations when no sources are active is denoted by m 0 and S 0 0, respectively, while m j > 0 and S j 0 represent the change in the mean and covariance, respectively, when source j is assumed active. For an M-ary hypothesis testing problem, the globally most-likely hypothesis and locally most-likely hypothesis, and the probability of a missed source are defined as follows. Definition 1. A hypothesis, H b , is the globally most-likely (GML) hypothesis for source localization if ∀b ∈ B,
Definition 3. The probability of a missed source (P M S ) of an M-ary hypothesis test, φ(z), for source localization is defined as
In words, the probability of a missed source is the maximum, over the hypotheses assuming additional active sources when compared to b , of the integral over the observation space of the corresponding distribution where Hb is accepted.
The classical approach to solving an M-ary hypothesis testing problem is to select the GML hypothesis (e.g. see Poor (1994) ). To identify the GML hypothesis in (5) requires, in general, calculating the log-likelihood for each hypothesis H b , l b (z), which can be written assuming gaussian distributions as
For large J, calculating the 2 J different likelihoods is impractical; moreover, simply selecting the GML hypothesis does not ensure the probability of a missed source is bounded.
Problem Statement
Given that γ ∈ [0, 1] denotes the maximum probability of a missed source, 1 we consider the problem of identifying a prominent source vector, b P ∈ B, and an active source vector, b
A ∈ B, such that
1 The error occurring when too many sources are decided to be active will be evaluated as a performance measure for different source localization strategies in Section 4.
1. H b P is GML ; and
where
The set A b denotes active source vectors which ensure that both the probability of a missed source is bounded and that the active sources in the prominent source vector are active. While part one in (12) seeks to find the sources that best describe the observation, part two tries to select the minimum number of active sources such that the sources that best describe the observations are active and the probability of a missed source is bounded. The following section, introduces a new source localization procedure that is feasible for large J and bounds the probability of a missed source.
ITERATIVE SOURCE LOCALIZATION PROCEDURE
This section introduces the Iterative Source Localization Procedure (ISLoP) as a two-part heuristic for identifying active sources consisting of iterative likelihood maximization (ILM) followed by active source localization (ASL), where ILM is concerned with identifying the prominent source vector, while ASL identifies the active source vector.
The following subsections describe ILM and ASL, respectively.
Iterative Likelihood Maximization (ILM)
ILM is concerned with identifying the prominent source vector corresponding to the GML hypothesis. As discussed in Section 2, finding the GML hypothesis requires calculating the likelihood of each hypothesis. For a source localization problem containing 100 sources, calculating the GML requires 2 100 ∼ 1.26 × 10 30 different likelihood ratio calculations corresponding to each hypothesis, which is infeasible.
2 In this subsection, an iterative heuristic requiring J likelihood calculations at each iteration is introduced to identify a LML hypothesis as an approximation for the GML hypothesis to be used as the prominent source vector, b P .
ILM identifies a LML hypothesis H b P by iteratively maximizing the likelihood over an evolving subset of the possible hypotheses according to
In words, ILM is initialized by assuming no active sources in the prominent source vector, b P = 0. After initialization, ILM identifies the most likely source vector differing from the guessed prominent source vector by exactly one active source (either one more or one less active source), denoted by b in (14). The resulting likelihood, l b (z), is compared to the likelihood of the guessed prominent source vector, l b P (z). If the prominent source vector is more likely, l b P (z) ≥ l b (z), ILM terminates and H b P is LML by Definition 2. Otherwise, ILM updates the guess of the prominent source vector with the maximum likelihood source vector, b P := b , and the process continues. Since ILM only calculates J likelihoods at each iteration, it is feasible for source localization problems with many sources. Once H b P is identified as LML, the ISLoP proceeds to active source localization.
Active Source Localization (ASL)
While ILM identifies the prominent source vector that best describes the observations, it does not identify the active source vector, b
A . Before introducing our approach for ASL, we observe that by applying the results for accepting the null hypothesis in a binary hypothesis testing problem from Section 2, which is based on the constraint
then max
where η = ln γ+l b P (z). Since the active source vector norm is minimized in (12), ASL iteratively searches the source vectors in order from those with the smallest norms to largest according to
In words, initially ASL assumes the active source vector, b A , to be exactly the prominent source vector, b P . For each hypothesis assuming an additional active source, the loglikelihood is calculated and compared to the guessed active source vector. For each hypothesis assuming an additional active source that prevents the decision to accept H b P from satisfying the constraint, the corresponding source is added to the ASL guess as an active source. This process continues until no additional source hypothesis (when compared to the current ASL assumption) violates the constraint on the probability of missed source. Once the ASL terminates, the unit entries of the active source vector denote which sources are assumed active by the ISLoP. The ISLoP developed in this section is evaluated through simulation and experimentation in the follow two sections.
SIMULATION RESULTS
The MSL strategy introduced in this work was simulated using a diffusion example motivated by a large area CO 2 sequestration site monitoring Weimer et al. (2010) . In this
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example, 100 sensors and 100 sources are co-located in a grid formation. We assume a linear model of the form 
A c ∈ R 100×100 represents the continuous time dynamics oḟ x t = A c x t where the dynamics of all the interior locations evolve according tȯ
where x t (i, j) denotes the value at position i, j. The exterior dynamics evolve assuming the far-field condition that x t (i, j) = 0 for any i and j outside the field. The noise is distributed as 
(21) The initial distribution on the process state and the source state is written as
Using the system described above, the observation set for source localization is defined as
where the value of K is determined using aggregate source detection according to Weimer (2010) . Aggregate source detection is a test, φ (z) ∈ {H 0 , ¬H 0 , H −1 }, which sequentially decides whether no sources are active (φ (z) = H 0 ), some source is active (φ (z) = ¬H 0 ), or more observations are needed to make a decision (φ (z) = H −1 ). Aggregate source detection uses the SPRT introduced by Wald (1947) to implement a threshold test according to
where η β and η α are functions of thresholds the maximum probability of false alarm, α, and maximum probability of missed alarm, β, as
In the following simulations, aggregate source detection is performed until it is decided that some source is active (φ (z) = ¬H 0 ), then ISLoP is performed using the same observations used to decide some source is active.
The ISLoP introduced in the previous section is compared to an estimation-based test motivated by the work of Fig. 1 . Percentage of identified sources that are active vs. probability of type III error vs. probability of miss. Willsky and Jones (1974) where by observing that inactive sources are equivalently active sources of zero magnitude, the source magnitudes are estimated assuming all the sources are active. Based on the source magnitude estimates, a threshold test is applied such that a source is considered active if the corresponding estimate exceeds the threshold and inactive if it does not. For comparison, we evaluate the performance of both the ISLoP and estimation-based tests in terms of the probability of a missed source and the percentage of correctly localized sources, where the percentage of correctly localized sources is the number of active sources correctly localized divided by the total number of sources decided to be active. In the following discussion, the strategy that correctly localizes a larger percentage of active sources for the same probability of missed source is considered to have better performance.
In Fig 1, the percentage of correctly localized sources is plotted against the probability of a missed source for tests assuming constant probability of false alarm, α = 0.01, and varying probability of missed alarm, β, from 0.01 to 0.10 in aggregate source detection. These results suggest that there is not a significant difference between the percentage of correctly localized sources for the ISLoP and estimation-based approaches, with the ISLoP performing only marginally better. These results also indicate that the performance of both strategies is not significantly affected by changes in the probability of a missed alarm. This is a direct result of the threshold used for rejecting the hypothesis, η α , in (25), not being significantly affected by small changes in the probability of a missed alarm.
In Fig. 2 the percentage of correctly localized sources is plotted against the probability of a missed source for tests assuming varying probability of false alarm from 0.01 to 0.10 and constant probability of a missed alarm, β = 0.01, in aggregate source detection. The results in Fig. 2 suggest that the percentage of correctly localized sources can be increased by reducing the probability of a missed alarm, where for larger probabilities of missed alarm, the ISLoP strategy increasingly outperforms the estimation-based strategy. Comparing the results in Figs. 1 and 2, we observe that a change in the probability of a Fig. 2 . Percentage of identified sources that are active vs. probability of type III error vs. probability of false alarm. false alarm has a more significant effect on the percentage of correctly localized sources as compared to the same change in the probability of a missed alarm. This is due to the fact that when the probability of a false alarm is high, the number of observations required to reject the null hypothesis decreases (in general), and results in less information available to perform source localization.
Using a 3.6 GHz machine with 2.9 GB of RAM, the ISLoP was completed in 50 seconds, where approximately equal time (about 25 seconds) is consumed performing both ILM and ASL. These results illustrate that the ISLoP is a suitable test for source localization problems containing a large number of sources.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Aggregate source detection and the ISLoP have been applied to a CO 2 sequestration monitoring problem described in Weimer et al. (2010) . In this problem, observations are gathered sequentially and sources can become active at any time (not just initially). To address these emergent sources, detection and localization is performed by iteratively applying the aggregate source detection and the ISLoP described in the previous section as illustrated in Fig. 3 . In Fig. 3 , the x-axis denotes the actual time and Fig. 3 . Sequential aggregate source detection the y-axis represents the source time, which is the time when sources are assumed to potentially become active. In the figure, a "?" means that more observations are needed to make a decision, a "0" equates to deciding no sources are active, and "1" denotes the decision that some sources are active. In the xcase illustrated in Fig. 3 , it is assumed that sources can only become active at time zero (source time equals zero) and it was decided that more observations were needed. This continues until time step three when it is decided that no sources became active at time zero. Once a decision is made about whether sources became active at time zero, aggregate source detection immediately begins testing whether sources became active at time one. This process continues until a decision is made at time four that some sources became active at time two. After deciding some sources are active, the ISLoP is performed to localize the active sources. After localizing the active sources, aggregate source detection continues, but assumes that the localized sources are active. This process continues indefinitely.
To evaluate the performance of ISLoP strategy for the CO 2 sequestration monitoring application when a wireless sensor network (WSN) is used to gather the observations, a test bed consisting of 22 sensor nodes was developed. In the test bed setup, overhead light intensities are projected onto the test bed, where dark and light corresponds to areas of high and low CO 2 concentrations, respectively. The sensors measure the light intensity and transmit their measurements over the wireless network. Aggregate source detection and ISLoP use the observations to determine which (if any) sources are active. Figure 4 illustrates the how the CO 2 concentration evolves over time for 3 emergent sources. Experiments were performed using the S-D  89  80  71  69  S-C  93  85  78  75  A-D  88  80  72  69  A-C  75  71  58  49 same/different time(s). Sources are clustered/distributed if they are spatially near/far from one another. Table 1 illustrates the percentage of correctly localized sources for different source configurations and WSN error combinations assuming the maximum probability of a missed source is 0.10.
The results indicate that for all source scenarios, sensor failures and model parameter errors have the largest effects on the localization accuracy. In general asynchronous clustered sources result in the worst performance. This is a result of there not being enough information to distinguish which source, located near an already active source, has become active. The effects of the newly activated source are dampened by the already active source.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, the problem of large-scale source localization constrained by a maximum probability of a missed source is addressed. Using a new iterative heuristic, the source localization problem with J potential sources is reduced from 2 J to J per iteration while maintaining the desired bounds on the probability of a missed source. It is shown through simulation results that the iterative heuristic performs increasingly better than a feasible estimationbased approach as the probability of a missed source is decreased. An experimental evaluation of the heuristic with respect to common wireless sensor networking errors is provided using a test bed implementation for a CO 2 sequestration site monitoring problem illustrating that modeling errors and sensor failures significantly affect source localization performance.
Future work on this problem includes an evaluation of the performance on the localization heuristic when incorporated with a fault detection strategy. Based on the findings herein, further investigation is warranted as to the effect of the fault detector's performance on source localization and vice versa when observations are gathered sequentially.
